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Discussion Topics
●

Definition of the “signal” fiducial cross section that is measured
by the experiments

●

How to treat the m(H) hypothesis

●

Definition of the fiducial volume and fiducial level objects

●

How to define and report model dependence
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What to Measure
For the measurement of H → 4ℓ cross section, the
following sources of reconstructed events can be
identified:
● Fiducial Signal (shape given by P
)
res
● “Non-Fiducial” Signal: Reconstructed but from
outside the fiducial volume
● “Non-Resonant” Signal (shape given by
Pnonres ): selected leptons not from H decay
(e.g. WH, ZH, ttH), ~20% in (105,140) GeV for ZH
● qqZZ,ggZZ (irreducible background)
● Z+X (reducible background)

●

●

●

Current thinking is to report the fiducial cross section of the resonant signal (other components
are considered as background)
→ Should we also include non-resonant signal and/or irreducible background?
Extract the fiducial cross section by fitting m(4ℓ)
→ Choice whether to fix m(H) to one value, float the relative branching fractions

f = final state
i = observable bin
at reco level
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Mass Hypothesis
Different options on how to treat the m(H) hypothesis
1. Do not fit m(4ℓ) to extract the cross section
→ Makes the m(H) hypothesis irrelevant to first order
→ But, not using m(4ℓ) sidebands to constrain irreducible background
→ Can only measure H+X→4ℓ and not H(→4ℓ)+X
→ Only an option for ZZ, not possible for γγ
2. Treat m(H) as a free parameter and fit for it
→ Implies reporting the fiducial/differential cross section for the fitted value of m(H),
and can be different for each observable.
→ Theory comparison should be made at the fitted values which is a complication
3. Fix the m(H) to the best-fit value measured by experiment(s)
→ The cross section will be fitted at the point that is slightly off-peak, ~1% effect
→ Raises the question on the exact choice of the best-fit value
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Fiducial Volume Definition
●

●

Current thinking is to define the fiducial volume in a way that minimizes model dependence
→ Close to reconstruction level selection
→ To accomplish this it is essential to include isolation in the fiducial volume definition
For the definition of leptons, can use born, bare or dressed
→ reconstruction algorithms recover QED radiation, Born level is simplest, dressed
preferred by theorists?
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Fiducial Volume Definition
●

By using this definition of the fiducial volume, the “model dependence” i.e. variation in the
factor (1+fnonfid )ε, is stabilized to within less than 7% over a wide range of exotic models
→ Isolation effects are instead moved to the acceptance
Fiducial Acceptance:
Significant variations between all
models, due to kinematic
acceptance (including isolation)

“model dependence” factor:
Significant variations only for
very exotic models
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Model Dependence
●

●

●

●

Higgs has only just been
discovered, one choice is
to use as many models as
possible to determine the
model dependence
Alternatively, use
experimental constraints
Build response matrix and
repeat the unfolding
procedure once per model
→ quote the envelope as
a systematic uncertainty
Should agree how many
models, and with what
constraints, should be
considered

Using all exotic models the model dependence is ~7%
Using combination of SM production modes with cross
sections constrained to experimentally measured
values, model dependence is less than 1%
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